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Abstract: This article is the result of research on the role of stakeholders in the implementation of CSR in Indonesia. Every year oil and gas companies have implemented CSR programs with a large amount of funds. Poverty is still a common problem that occurs in almost all areas of oil and gas operations in Indonesia. CSR programs by oil and gas companies basically seek to empower communities and reduce poverty. However, the community still has not felt the significant impact of CSR implementation. The successful implementation of CSR can be achieved through CSR programs involving all stakeholders. Three mains stakeholder CSR implementations are the government, PT. Pertamina, and the local community. PT. Pertamina Field Subang through the Greenhouse program seeks to improve the welfare of the community by involving all components of society. However, the local government considers that the company is not fully involved in CSR implementation, while the company feels that the interest to coordinate with the government is limited to licensing issues. This resulted in the implementation of CSR running partially and not integrated with the development plan undertaken by the government. Similarly, the relationship between the company and local institutions that exist, there is a negative stereotype of local institutions to the company that looks very stingy and exclusive company. The role of local communities as stakeholders began to be able to participate and become independent program implementers but this program has not been able to achieve its objectives as expected.
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1. Background Issues

Sustainable development requires a contribution from the company in the implementation of development. Involvement of the business sector in the implementation of development is a new hope in the achievement of development targets. This is due to the many problems faced and the government's development plan, but the government's budget is unlimited. Through CSR, companies that are also responsible for the welfare of surrounding communities must take part in the implementation of development.

Implementation of CSR by oil and gas companies is expected to improve the welfare of the community, especially around the operation area, especially in accessing livelihood sources such as education, health and income increase. The problem of poverty still occurs around the oil and gas operations area, related to that sustainable development mandates for the company to contribute in poverty reduction (Jenkins, 2005)

Blowfield and Frynas (2005) suggests that CSR as an umbrella for theory and practice in recognizing the following phenomena: (1) that corporations have responsibility for the impact of their operations on society and the natural environment, on account of individual rules and responsibilities, (2) the company has responsibility for the behavior of the parties doing business with the company. (3) Companies need to manage relationships with the community more broadly.

Referring to Blowfield and Frynas, the company has an obligation to manage its relationship with all stakeholders. Similarly, in the implementation of CSR, one indicator of the success of the CSR program is the cooperation among stakeholders in moving the program. Support and cooperation among stakeholders ideally will make the program more powerful as all parties strive to give their best contribution to the program being run. In a governance known as good governance, the stakeholders referred to in the implementation of development are government, community, and private / business world. In this CSR activity the three main stakeholders each play a role in accordance with their capacity and abilities.

The main stakeholder is the company as the main implementer of CSR activities, as well as the parties that fund community development activities. Furthermore, the community as beneficiaries must participate in this CSR activity. Participation will encourage people to solve the problems they face without being dependent on the company. Community participation will encourage self reliance which is the embodiment of a powerful society. The role of government is also considered very important, because as a holder of control in every activity that exists in society conducted by companies or by society independently.

PT. Pertamina Field Subang through the Greenhouse program seeks to improve the welfare of the community by involving all components of society. This program received a platinum award from the International consortium for social development, because it is considered in accordance with the criteria of sustainable development and can improve the economic empowerment of the community.

CSR activities have been running for years by companies at great cost, but poverty problems still have not found the solution. The community still has not felt a significant impact from the results of CSR implementation. Similarly, the local government considers that the contribution of the company is very small to the implementation of regional development. Important things that need to be observed in the implementation of CSR is often companies do CSR activities partially and do not coordinate with development
plans undertaken by the government. It is not uncommon to generate an overlapping program (BPMIGAS, 2008). Similarly, the relationship between the company and local institutions that exist, there is a negative stereotype of local institutions against the company that looks very stingy and exclusive company. The opposite is true that firms view local institutions as political elites of society who extort companies. Resnawaty (2015) states that the involvement of the government in the implementation of CSR is only done limited to coordination at the time the program will be rolled out, while full involvement among stakeholders in accordance with the role they have not done optimally.

This problem must be serious when inter-stakeholders have different understanding, goals and interests, because these conditions do not encourage the achievement of CSR goals that empower the community.

2. The Role of Companies, Government and Society in CSR

The achievement of the implementation of CSR is not only determined by the form of its activities but also determined by the organization of implementation and cooperation made with various parties concerned with CSR activities by oil and gas companies.

Understanding stakeholders refers to a form of social groups in any community, so it is difficult to distinguish individuals who move freely as members of the community or as stakeholders associated with the company. The term Stakeholder refers to individuals or groups that may influence or be influenced by corporate activity (Ann, 1998, World Business Council for Sustainable Development, 2002). Referring to the original understanding, stakeholders mean a person or organization having a share and interest in the form of the company (oxford dictionary, 1995).

Companies with any scale have a set of uniqueness of interest to achieve certain goals based on the activities it does. The existence of the company relates to investors, employees, enthusiasts, suppliers, and the community. The term stakeholder refers to individuals or groups that may influence or be influenced by company activity.

Mitchell (1997) in Magness (2008) describes stakeholders as having three main characteristics: power, legitimacy and urgency. Legitimacy refers to social acceptance and expected behavior. Power, by its usefulness, refers to the attitude of controlling resources. Urgency arises when issues arise that require attention. These three attributes have been constructed and rooted socially in social life once the oil and gas company emerges.

In the implementation of CSR, the local community can be said as a stakeholder, because the community has the interest and legitimacy of resources sought by the company. This relates to all the social rules that are used as a reference in performing acts for the individuals. In the social rules of society there is a status and a tangible role in the social structure prevailing in society. Social rules are expressed in the form of social institutions or social institutions of society that can take the form of livelihood, religious, artistic, educational, health, and so on. Society can be defined as a collection of the roles manifested by its individuals strongly linked to certain positions as members of society.

Government is a bureaucracy that regulates the way a company through regulations or regulations that must be adhered to by the company in carrying out its activities. These rules are embodied in the prevailing social institutions within the state.

Some of the existing stakeholder forms in society within an enterprise can be identified into several forms. Each of these stakeholders is outside the company as an element that affects and is influenced by the course of a company's activities. So that these elements form a system consisting of inter-related sub-systems that form the structure and functioning with each other and have their respective goals.

Table 1: Stakeholder on CSR implementation in Indonesia

| A. Internal Stakeholder: Investor/ | B. Costumer terdiri dari: Individual Customer Consumer association | C. Employee | D. Other Corporate Competitor Corporate association |
| Investor/Manager & decision maker | | | |
| E. Society: | F. Environment: | G. Mass Media: | H. Government: |
| Local community | Land | Journalist | Ministry of ESDM, Ministry of BUMN |
| Local institution | Species | Columnist | Local Government Legislative, local |
| Local organization, School and university | | | Legislative, Government institution |
| Non government organization | | | |


The three main stakeholders who are influential in the implementation of CSR by oil and gas companies are: government, society, companies. The government conducts community development through the implementation of development programs in various areas of life. In addition, as the holder of power mandated by its citizens, the government made various regulations aimed at the creation of a prosperous society, including the arrangement of Community Development (extracted from Rubin and Rubin, 1992).

Society is no longer seen as the object of activities that will only receive the results of community development activities, but as parties who must participate in determining the activities. According to the new paradigm, namely people-centered development. Communities together with implementers of change determine all things related to community development activities.

Companies are profit organizations that doCSR. Oil and gas companies provide funds for community development activities. Oil and gas companies are among the forms of organization that influence the implementation of CSR; even oil and gas companies occupy a very strategic position in the implementation of CSR considering they not only implement but also have a source of funding for the implementation.
3. Research Methods

This research was conducted in Subang area of West Java. CSR program pertamina EP subang conducted in subdistrict of DangdeurSubang Kota district. Selection of CSR program location according to drilling wells located in RW 10 Dangdeur Urban Village.

4. Greenhouse as CSR Implementation PT. Pertamina EP

One of the targets of sustainable development is to pass on the quality of a good environment to future generations. In this case the oil and gas industry gets the spotlight, because the implementation of oil and gas operations has a direct impact on the quality of the environment and also the surrounding community.

Pertamina appears to be taking the initiative in planning the program after recognizing the potential and problems that exist in the region. Waste issues and capacity building are the main focus. Based on the above, two excellent programs Bank of Garbage namely Broery (Bank Roentah) and Sari (studio of inspiration / community youth center).

PT. PertaminaEpSubang uses Ecogreen concept with the theme of preserving environment in CSR implementation. Pertamina sees Dangdeur villagers living close to the operation area without a waste management system so that CSR programs directed to waste management to maintain health and environmental hygiene also add value to people's lives through waste processing. Corporate policy related to CSR is a community development activity by emphasizing the company's contribution to sustainability development goals. This is done to change the stigma of CSR which was only charity to be community empowerment.

Broery program focuses on waste management that can be utilized either organic or inorganic. Pertamina provides building asset as TPS sorting garbage and doing assistance in which there are capacity building activities for its members. Products produced by Broery in the form of processed products from waste that is handicraft and Biogas. Broery also cooperate with big collectors to deposit the processed waste products. Previously Pertamina has been doing training and capacity building of inspiring House members in some successful garbage bank. The results obtained after one year of running Broery is the production of waste craft that has been sold and alternative fuel that is currently still used for purposes at Home Inspiration.

5. Stakeholder Role in CSR Implementation

A. The Corporate :Pertamina Field Subang

Pertamina As a Company has an obligation to protect the Environment. Home Inspiration Program is one of the program products that was originally initiated by Pertamina Community Development Officer. The initiative of the company to implement the CSR program is very high related to the obligations of state-owned enterprises to implement CSR. As the originator of the program, the activities of designing the program, determining the targets and activities to be undertaken by Pertamina planned. At the beginning of the program implementation, Pertamina tried to involve the community in the program, but the company was dominantly emerging as the main actor.

CSR PertaminanEpSubang Program has a grand design CSR with the title of House Inspiration. The first Inspiration House program focuses on Waste Management, called Brokers Bank. Pertamina strives to empower communities by providing infrastructure assets, improving human resource capacity in waste management through trainings and instilling environmental safeguard values for communities in Dangdeur Urban Village. Public participation in the activities of the House Inspiration by becoming a bank administrator and bank customers by saving the garbage collected at Inspiration House to be processed and added the economic value. Another program from Home Inspiration is Inspiring Studio. The beneficiaries of this activity are school-aged children in Dangdeur sub-village. This Inspiring Studio consists of several activities that are English Club, Inspirational Corner, Glorifying Sundanese culture (Ngamumulekasundaan), Taman Bacaan, Creative Workshop and café.

In the Garbage Bank program, Pertamina is assisting the community in managing its work environment, this assistance through activities to plan capacity training programs, monitoring, socializing programs to the general public and the government, providing for infrastructure needs. CDO does not provide money assistance, but with the provision of waste management tools and other assets for the activities of the House of Inspiration activities with the aim of not spoiling the community. Pertamina wants to change the mental from the first just ask but become mentally productive, because the tool will encourage people to produce the product. All the financing these programs supported by Pertamina. So that Pertamina never give conditional cash assistance to the community.
The process of providing assistance in the form of this tool is accompanied by efforts to transfer knowledge and technology for the management of garbage bank. The administrators are taught to process waste into materials whose economic value increases such as handicrafts and alternative fuels from waste plastic bottles. CDO also teaches managers to manage the organization by aspects of communication, honesty and professionalism, so that in the future this program will be able to manage the community independently.

The dynamics of the development of the Inspiration House have fluctuated, especially when viewed from the membership. Initial socialization of the Inspiration House program almost every youth organization from Dangdeur Urban Village was involved, then reduced to 18 board members and decreased back to the present time that is only 8 people board. Even the Inspiratory Studio activities do not go as expected or vacuum.

B) The Role of the Government
The Government is a very important stakeholder in the implementation of CSR. Ideally CSR programs are conducted jointly with the government. In other words, the CSR program should be in line with the government's development program. The government has the authority to make rules in the implementation of CSR. However, companies usually submit to and obey the laws and regulations of the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources. In fact, local government not fully involved on activities undertaken, they only got report on the beginning and the end of programs.

Dangdeur urban village, Subang District and Environment Agency basically support CSR activities of PT. PertaminaSubang. Pertamina conducted socialization and prior permission to Dangdeur village and sub district government to organize Home Inspiration CSR program. This activity was initially highly appreciated by the government. Basically government of Subangsubdistrict was very feel helped by waste processing. Moreover, this junk bank has a purpose to improve the living standard of Dangdeur people. As its function in the Act, Sub-districts seek to coordinate and facilitate for CSR activities pertamina. Where as for more technical steps CSR program accompanied by the government of Dangdeur.

The urban village responded positively to having the first time the program was launched, although the service provided by the Dangdeur government was only giving permission to organize the activities. The local government at the local level only acts if there is a request for permission or invitation to attend the activities of the company. Because the village and sub-district governments do not have the authority to determine the CSR program that must be done by the company. So far, the Pertamina CSR program has been recognized by the government in accordance with the needs of the community in the vicinity of the operation area, but the CSR program has not been integrated with the development plans owned by the sub-district government.

C) The Role of Society on CSR Implementation
The initial process of the establishment of the House of Inspiration is an initiative of pertamina represented by the Community Development Officers. But in the CSR Implementation the community should participate in whole of process. At the beginning of the program the community was invited to socialize the program. Once the community understands the purpose of the program, an organization is set up to manage the inspiring home.

The community is very enthusiastic with the implementation of CSR conducted by Pertamina. The community appears to be playing a significant role, with the initiation of various community initiatives to solve various problems related to the development of waste banks. Pertamina party strongly supports every decision taken by the community in the management of waste banks. This is because the final goal of the program is expected to be more independent and sustainable.

To improve the knowledge and skill capacity of management in waste management, CDO Pertamina invites the management to conduct training to teach waste management to alternative fuel (BBA). Marathon trainings are conducted from February to June. In this period began to run also the Home Inspiration event is Dangdeur English club that teaches children and administrators to learn english starting in March. But the program does not continue with the reasons for the lack of supportive human resources. Up to two years from the first stand, the Garbage Bank is still seen running in the community compared to other programs namely SanggarInspirasi. This program only runs for a while and no longer run as expected. Basically the community is very enthusiastic with the program, but human resources and financial resources in the implementation of the program is still very dependent with the company. This can be understood because this program has been running for about 2 years, but in the past 2 years the program has stopped before the community gets much benefit from the program.

6. Conclusion
Greenhouse program aims to improve the welfare of the community through waste management. Garbage identified as a common problem of Dangdeur community becomes a solution of poverty on that area. Through this program PT. Pertamina EP field Subang was awarded platinum from International Sustainable Development Association in 2017.

The three main actors in CSR implementation have essentially played a role in CSR activities in accordance with their function and legitimacy as stakeholders. But the role is not maximal because coordination among stakeholders is very limited on things that are technical. Each stakeholder has the same goal but organizes the activity partially. Between the company and the government there has been no coordination in the implementation of the program. The role of the community is still at the level of participation yet as an initiator. Actually the company has tried to involve all stakeholders but the role of the company is still very dominant in the implementation of the program.
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In the Garbage bank program has seen the role of society when solving the problem, it shows that the community has initiated the program. Nowadays, only a few are committed to stay in the program. This shows distributions of benefits of the program has not been felt by most members of the community.
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